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Abstract 

Messaging in human communication is not only a carrier of the sender’s intention but also 

interplay between anticipations on both sides if we see it as an experience-centered design 

issue. With the power of digital technology in designing temporal forms of messages, new 

and fascinating applications other than instant communication have been recently proposed. 

In contrast to using only delayed expression for slowness, this paper introduces a crescendo 

expression of slowness that might be thought of as a temporally gradational exposure of a 

message over a period of time. The CrescendoMessage, an interactive prototype built on an 

existing social medium, was implemented and a user study was conducted for investigating 

the felt experiences with crescendo expression on digital photos in young adults’ daily 

messaging practices. The results demonstrate that (1) crescendo expression matters, (2) 

crescendo reminiscence accumulates with enriched experiences, and (3) crescendo messages 

encourage curiosity-driven understanding. With these findings and insights behind, we frame 

crescendo messaging experience as a way of evoking anticipation, which is an actively 

sense-making process in a dialog provoked by perceived information drawbacks of 

interchanged messages.  

crescendo messaging; non-instant message; perceived drawbacks; anticipation; slow technology; 

interaction design 

 

 

The past few decades have seen considerable attention placed on research in facilitating real-

time communication. The continuing improvements in Internet technologies have led to 

many convenient applications, such as email, online chat, and instant messaging systems. 

Seeing efficiency as a major value in our everyday life, most of us uncritically accept these 

applications and benefit from fast and concise communication in doing our jobs, as well as 
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expressing our greetings. However, if we notice that giving our personal expression is much 

more experiential than proposing a project in a workplace, we should be very careful of that 

which facilitates efficiency but has also shaped and limited our personal experience in 

expressing our own feelings. For example, light could be shed on slow and non-instant 

communication which is much more common and familiar in our experience without 

computer mediation. With the power of digital technology in designing temporal forms, new 

and fascinating applications other than instant communication have been proposed. 

FutureMe is an email service system allowing one to send her future self some words for 

inspiration or reflection (Sly & Patrikios, 2007). Providing the system with precise date to 

deliver, a letter with “Dear FutureMe” opening will come back to ones own email account on 

the exact date. Beyond this desktop application, Slow Message is a mobile app that allows 

one to send emails that arrive in a few days, weeks, months, or years approximately (Social 

Print Studio, 2012). By quickly defining a loose timeframe to receive a message, one might 

be surprised by this message on an unexpected time in the future. In addition to the verbal 

messaging systems described above, U Messenger app delivers multimedia contents, 

including photos, videos, texts, and stickers, exactly at the time and date one specifies 

(CyberLink, 2015). Named as “Delay Send”, U Messenger intends to help users schedule 

multimedia messages for birthdays and important dates. Supporting everyday reminiscence, 

Pensieve (Peesapati et al., 2010) is a system that emails memory triggers to people from the 

social media content (e.g., photos and texts) they previously created. 

Hallnäs and Redström propose slow technology for interaction design that advocates 

“reflection and moments of mental rest rather than efficiency in performance” (Hallnäs & 

Redström, 2001). They suggest that guidelines for slow technology include simplicity in 

material and complexity in form (i.e. slowness of appearance). Of notice is that the “form” 

here is not only the physical appearance of an artifact, but also includes the temporal form 

and interaction gestalt as Vallgårda frames (Vallgårda, 2014). Designing for slowness, 

Photobox is an embodied artifact that prints one or two randomly selected photos from the 

owner’s collection at random intervals per month (Odom et al., 2014). The reported findings 

suggest design opportunities such as designing for slowness, anticipation, and reflection. 

Although the above-mentioned applications and artifacts sound like slow technology, little 

research has been done on how the temporal form of slowness relates to the expression of a 

message as well as the experiential quality of living with such technology. In analogy to the 

articulation in music performance, instant messages are similar to staccato, indicating a 

sudden appearance in a short duration while the messages and photos described above are 

similar to “delayed staccato”, indicating a sudden appearance of message itself at a delayed 

other time. For example, although Photobox does not print “instantly” at the time when a 

photo is uploaded, the way it prints a photo is also the same as usual: printing as fast as the 

machine could at the moment of printing. Therefore, the articulation of Photobox is regarded 

as delayed staccato: fast and efficient expression at some other time. On the other hand, if 

Photobox takes four consecutive days to print only one photo very slowly, the articulation 
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would change. As the information is gradually increasing and the understanding is growing 

in such slow printing, we would refer to another term in music dynamics: Crescendo, 

translated as gradually growing in volume. Put differently, while considerable concern has 

arisen over slow technology aimed at making room for and inviting reflection rather than 

creating only efficient tools in fast technology (Hallnäs & Redström, 2001; King & Forlizzi, 

2007, Odom et al., 2014), we argue that temporal expression of slowness and its relation to 

our felt experience in everyday-life-world are worth further investigation.   

This study proposes crescendo expression of slowness that might be thought of as a 

temporally gradational exposure of a message over a period of time, in contrast to using only 

delayed expression for slowness. As the slow developing process of “instant” film attracts us 

to notice the gradational details, crescendo expression might enrich the experience of 

interacting with slow technology in addition to typical delayed staccato expression as most 

“slow” or “future” messaging systems do. Therefore, our purpose is to highlight that there 

are many design opportunities and design choices to be made in addition to merely seeing 

slow technology as a delayed response, a forgotten time capsule, or prosaic updates over 

time. Contrary to the above staccato expression, we are highly interested in investigating 

how we feel and live with crescendo expression and what rich experiential qualities would 

emerge with such gradational developing process. 

In detail, the primary design and research questions to be addressed in this paper are as 

follows: 

What is a Crescendo-like messaging system? Specifically, how could we design crescendo 

image chatting experience instead of staccato image delivering systems? How could we 

investigate the felt experience of living with a crescendo messaging system? What are the 

possible experiential qualities of crescendo messages, such as reflection, anticipation, 

serendipity (Liang, 2012), curiosity and pleasure? 

It is hoped that answering these questions will contribute to our understanding of the 

relationship between the temporally gradational expression of slow technology and its 

corresponding felt experience. This study may also serve as the basis for exploring possible 

temporal forms of interaction design aimed at richer experiential qualities including 

anticipation and reflection. 

For these objectives to be achieved, this paper is structured as follows. Firstly, we will 

address our design assumptions for an alternative expression other than typical messaging 

systems. Secondly, system design and methodology for user studies will be presented, with 

full details of the participants involved, and of the instrument and procedures used. Results 

will be presented, with an overview of quantitative analysis and a thorough description of the 

qualitative inquiry and our interpretation. Finally, research findings will be presented and 

discussed, and conclusions will be drawn. 
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Design Assumptions 

In order to create a space for design and answer the above design questions, we have to bring 

what we take for granted in our daily digital messaging to light and critically rethink its 

alternatives. By doing so, we may have a chance to transgress the boundary that imposes 

constraints on our experiential possibilities of living with messaging technologies. 

What Is Lacking in Fast Communication? 

Since instant messaging applications have become one of the main streams of 

communication, most people carry portable devices and rely on all kinds of notifications for 

work or entertainment. Emails, LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, and other widely used 

applications usually combine all new messages into a single badge number shown in the 

application icon, meaning they are all treated equally emergent and important. The “Read” 

function implemented in a number of instant messaging system creates pressure to respond 

immediately. This kind of lifestyle leads people to address the tasks without further thought. 

Even more, reading and replying to all the messages becomes a compulsive work for people 

to cancel the existence of a badge number and to comfort the anxiety of senders. As a result, 

this everyday cancellation work progresses at a fast pace leading people to often skip the 

mental rest and reflection. It is clear that instant messaging has benefits for work but may not 

be ideal for experiential communication, in which slow messaging can play a positive role.  

In our view, slow messaging intends to foreground temporal elements. With sufficient period 

of time, people are able to rest, think and reflect. Compared with instant messaging, slow 

messaging is easier to enrich the experience when people thirst for a deep communication.  

What Do We Gain from Slow Communication? 

With the delayed messages of current slow messaging applications, we find that there is also 

a design possibility in gradually revealed messages. A study in consumer psychology (Dunn, 

Gilbert, & Wilson, 2011) indicates that if people hope to experience greatest amount of 

delight, it may be better to indulge in a variety of frequent, small pleasures rather than few 

grand pleasures. Current slow messaging examples such as FutureMe, Slow Message, U 

Messenger, Pensieve, and Photobox share the same feature of delaying the complete 

message to be sent at a future point in time.  

Thus, we propose a crescendo messaging system in which receivers gradually gain a part of 

the information as time goes by until the whole message is revealed. We assume that people 

might experience more with the slow development when they are searching for deeper 

interflow with their important others. Subtle changes in information between each gradation 

level might lead to more personal sense-making than only one complete message. 
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Who Takes the Initiative? 

We believe that a slow messaging process with some information drawbacks could provide 

users not only time for reflection but also opportunity for active participation. Informed by 

previous research on perceived drawbacks in reminiscence (Tsai, Wang, Lee, Liang, & Hsu, 

2014), a low fidelity representation of a personal photo printed on a thermal paper can 

encourage viewers to take the responsibility for filling in the lost information details with 

their own memories. Moreover, through the revealing of incomplete information in a social 

context, it could facilitate more engaging social interactions in situ such as a guessing game 

hosted by the photo owner.  

We assume that unfinalized messages might not only inspire user imagination but also 

provoke mild anxiety to fill the gap between the known and the unknown. Users could 

relieve the anxiety by actively performing some actions allowed by the system. A “better” 

slow messaging system, in our imagination, allows participants to actively make efforts to 

reduce the uneasiness, to satisfy the curiosity, and to make sense in the process, rather than 

to merely make them passively and unconsciously wait for an unexpected and delayed 

prompt.   

CrescendoMessage and the User Study 

To test the design assumptions, we designed a slow messaging experience called 

CrescendoMessage and conducted a user study to see people’s experiences with it through a 

constructive design research. Corresponding to the performance of “Crescendo”, which 

means a gradual increase in loudness in musicology, the system delivers not only the original 

message but also a sequence of gradually revealed information before the end of each 

message. 

Participants 

Six pairs of participants (4 male, 8 female) aged from 23 to 26 (in the age range of heavy 

users of instant messaging) are recruited in Taiwan (see Table 1). In order to see a great 

diversity of feedback, the relationship between each pair conditions our recruitment because 

it could make a difference on interactions. The varied professions of participants in fields 

such as computer science, accounting, design, and social work could also provide us 

different perspectives on the CrescendoMessage.  
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Table 1: Participants’ Profiles 

Group 1 2 3 

Code 1A 1B 2A 2B 3A 3B 

Age 26 24 24 23 26 26 

Sex Male Female Male Female Male Male 

Relationship Strangers Couple Close Friends 

Group 4 5 6 

Code 4A 4B 5A 5B 6A 6B 

Age 24 24 25 24 24 24 

Sex Female Female Female Female Female Female 

Relationship Classmates Classmates Close Friends 

Materials and Procedure 

To easily represent crescendo effects, photographs were chosen as the messaging medium in 

this experiment. The image-processed photos used in crescendo messaging were made by 

three different filters, Pixelate, Crystallize, and Gaussian Blur. Instead of confusing 

participants, crescendo messaging aims to make them guess and reflect on messages they 

receive. Hence, we made an online questionnaire to find the common threshold of 

recognizable unfamiliar pictures before the following user study. In the questionnaire, 27 

pictures were collected from photo.net, and processed into 10 levels of 3 filter effects. 

Finally, we collected 170 responses and got the ultimate parameters to make photos 

challenging to recognize. According to our result, the CrescendoMessage system sent 

challenging messages within the recognizable thresholds.  

Before the experiment began, each participant picked 15 photos from his or her partner’s 

Facebook photos as the photoset for the following 8 days, and was requested to choose one 

photo a day for each other. During the experiment, participants experienced both instant 

messaging and crescendo messaging. As Figure 1 shows, for Group 1, 2 and 3, the system 

sent 3 image-processed photos one by one before the original photo showed up in the first 

four days while it sent only the original photo to them in the last four days. For Group 4, 5 

and 6, the messaging ways were applied conversely to counterbalance the novelty effect that 

might come from the first type of messaging experienced in the experiment (see Table 2). 

Table 2: Experimental Setting for Groups 

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 

Group 1,2,3 Instant Messaging Crescendo Messaging 

Group 4,5,6 Crescendo Messaging Instant Messaging 
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Figure 1: What participants received in instant messaging and crescendo messaging days 

As a Wizard of Oz experiment, a fake robot agent sent photo messages to participants on 

existing social media during the 8 days, and participants might interact directly in the 

conversation window as Figure 2 shows. 

 

Figure 2: Conversation windows for delivering crescendo messages 

Each night, participants gave scores in 5-point Likert scales and wrote down their experience 

on a paper diary. Table 3 illustrates an example of it. 
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Table 3: An Example of Diary in a Crescendo Messaging Day 

Questions Photo#1-1 Photo#1-2 Photo#1-3 Photo#1-4 

1 Strongly Disagree 
2 Disagree 
3 Undecided 
4 Agree 
5 Strongly Agree 

    

Recognizability 1~5 1 3 4 5 

Coincidence 1~5 1 1 1 3 

Reminiscence 1~5 1 1 2 5 

Curiosity 1~5 5 4 3 1 

Feelingfulness 1~5 2 3 5 4 

Tags Family; Travel; Pleasure; Group shot 

Description I’ve always thought of them as the family shot from image1 to image3 because I had a lot of 
family shots. Not until image4 did I realize that it is a shot with my students when we were going 
abroad for international conference. 

 

After the experiment, we conducted a semi-structured interview with each group to inquire 

about their experiences. We had reviewed participants’ everyday diary before they came and 

used it as the structure for interviewing each group. The interviewees were asked to bring 

their paper diaries (if applicable) and we brought printed copies of all the original and 

processed photos in their experiments for memory cueing during the interview (as shown in 

Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: All image messages were printed out as memory cues in user interviews 

Overview of Collected Data 

Twelve participants collected 96 images in total in the experiment. Photo coding was based 

on participants’ descriptions of each picture in interviews and content relevance. Photo 
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contents are classified into three categories: people, things, and scenes. Table 4 shows the 

variation in the types of photos chosen for messaging among groups of participants. 

Table 4: Types of Photos 

 People Things Scenes 

G1 Strangers 18.8% 56.2% 25% 

G2 Couple 87.5% 12.5% 0 

G3 Close Friends 50% 50% 0 

G4 Classmates 93.8% 0 6.2% 

G5 Classmates 87.5% 12.5% 0 

G6 Close Friends 68.8% 25% 6.2% 

Total 67.7% 26% 6.3% 
 

In addition to content variation in chosen photos among participants, we summarize 

intentions of sending pictures from participants’ interviews as shown in Table 5. It is hard to 

tell sender’s intention behind each photo from the image content itself because senders 

selectively pay attention to parts of the whole picture with their own interpretations. One 

picture could be categorized into different intentions as long as the dialogical context 

changes. Therefore, the following analysis is based on participants’ accounts and only 

represents a situated result that is highly dependent on the relationships and social interaction 

happening between senders and receivers. Through this result, we do not attempt to overstate 

what could be generalized to other situations but only shed light on these phenomena in 

order to reveal how the CrescendoMessage had been felt by and lived with the participants. 

Table 5: Intentions of Senders 

 Event Reminiscing Milestone Reviewing Fun Creating Task Reminding 

G1 Strangers 18.8% 43.8% 37.4% 0 

G2 Couple 43.8% 25% 18.8% 12.4% 

G3 Close Friends 75% 18.8% 0 6.2% 

G4 Classmates 75% 25% 0 0 

G5 Classmates 37.5% 56.3% 6.2% 0 

G6 Close Friends 50% 50% 0 0 

Total 50% 36.5% 10.4% 3.1% 
 

Most pictures were chosen for retrospectively recollecting participants’ autobiographical 

memories (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000). Based on participants’ accounts, we can 

differentiate two types of retrospective intentions behind these photos, i.e. event reminiscing 

(50% of total photos) and milestone reviewing (36.5%). When senders sent pictures for event 

reminiscing, most pictures are from events where they have mutual experiences (Kindberg, 

Spasojevic, Fleck, & Sellen, 2005). The senders described these photos with more event 

details and their feelings in interviews, which they would like the receivers to recollect. 

Other photos with milestone reviewing purposes tend to be described as a representation of 

receivers’ characters or achievements in a specific lifetime period. These photos might show 

a valued collection, a dress style, a hand crafted gift, or a graduation ceremony.  
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Especially for people sharing lives together and having common goals, photos are not only 

sent for retrospective purposes but also used for task reminding (3.1%). The couple (G2) and 

a group of close friends (G3) demonstrated a prospective intention in their mundane lives. 

For example, one participant in G3 used a photo of a yacht as a reminder of the luxury life 

style they were both striving for. The last interesting category is fun creating (10.4%). 

Participants sent these photos in order to surprise or amuse their viewers. Photos containing 

unusual and interesting things were chosen for this ludic intention. Sometimes, the image 

processing effects were also considered. One participant with a computer science 

background in G1 intended to choose images that could be hardly recognized under the 

special effects. He intended to let his partner make a wild guess until the final answer was 

revealed.  

From the above analysis, we highlight several interesting findings from the chosen photos 

and senders’ intentions: 

1. Except for strangers, images of people are the most used messages 

2. Strangers send images of interesting things for fun and eliciting conversation 

3. Couples and close friends living together have trivial/everyday task reminding 

4. People having common event memories use images for reminiscing 

5. Strangers and classmates select milestones to represent their partners 

Insights into Crescendo Experiences 

From different perspectives, the analysis of user experience in crescendo messaging can be 

focused on two origins: content experience and system experience. Content experience is 

built on the original content and the interpretation of a received image while system 

experience is facilitated by the interactivity of a messaging system and user’s performance 

with it. Content experience usually evokes memories of the past while system experience 

highlights new understanding when experiencing the system. Although they are interwoven 

into a messaging experience that might not be separated easily, we as interaction designers 

have the responsibility to understand our contribution to the experiences within our designed 

systems. In the following discussion, we will be mindful of their subtle differences and focus 

on the system experience more to see what role the CrescendoMessage plays in users’ sense-

making in massaging.   

There are three main findings from the statistic outcome of Likert scales in user diaries. They 

are also our entries into the insights from qualitative accounts. 

 Crescendo expression matters 

 Crescendo reminiscence accumulates with enriched experiences 

 Crescendo messages encourage curiosity-driven understanding 
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Crescendo Expression Matters 

In the five experiential measures in user diaries, we choose feelingfulness to initiate our 

analysis since it is a more general term used by participants to describe their experiences. 

We calculate the mean of the highest feelingful score of each crescendo messaging day, and 

also the average feelingful score of instant messaging days for every participant. Their data 

is compared and shown in Figure 4. A paired-t test was conducted for analyzing their 

differences. The result indicates that feelinfulness in crescendo messaging (M = 4.29, SD = 

0.18) scored higher than instant messaging (M = 3.75, SD = 0.29) in this experiment (t(11) = 

2.20, p < .01), which infers that crescendo expression of interchanged messages in a 

conversation could profoundly enrich the user experiences. 

 

Figure 4: Mean of every participants’ feelingfulness scores in crescendo and instant messaging days 

There might be several reasons why crescendo messaging impacts the participants’ response. 

First, it provides longer time for people to engage. Second, it intrigues users with an 

interesting and mysterious form. Last but not least, it offers a platform for senders and 

receivers to discuss newly created meanings instead of just memorizing the past. That is, it 

participates in the communication and adds new meaning. After we had a general 

understanding of the opportunity for having enriched experiences with the 

CrescendoMessage, we will describe the interplay between the other measures to see their 

relationships and how they influence the messaging in detail. 

Crescendo Reminiscence Accumulates with Enriched Experiences 

In user interviews, participants tended to describe those feelingful experiences with valuable 

memories for reminiscence, which belong to the content experiences mentioned above. 

Therefore, we are interested in not only the relationship between feelingfulness and 

reminiscence in general but also a deeper investigation into individual stories. By doing so, 
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we believe it may lead to an implicit but important opportunity for a system experience to 

impact on user experiences. When we illustrate the average scores among all participants’ 

four touch points in crescendo messaging, the plot shows a positive correlation between 

reminiscence and feelingfulness (see Figure 5). In general, the CrescendoMessage creates a 

sense of reminiscence gradually revealed and growing with time, which is lacking in instant 

messaging. 

 

Figure 5: Average values of reminiscence and feelingfulness 

In addition to the average result, there are some notable cases indicating that content 

reminiscence might not be the only contribution to feelingfulness. For example, the photo 

received by participant 6A on her first crescendo day ended with a high feelingfulness 

though the reminiscence is low (see Figure 6). In 6A’s interview, we found that a felt 

experience of coincidence is the reason for this result. On that day, both 6A and 6B sent a 

photo in which their partner is holding a camera and taking photos as shown in Figure 7. We 

found a few cases of coincidences among all interviews. When coincidences occur, viewers 

were engaged in the present experience rather than merely reflecting on the past, which is 

also what system experience does. By understanding this rare but feelingful experiential 

serendipity, we believe that it would give valuable insights into the content and system 

experiences in messaging. 
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Figure 6: A special case of reminiscence and feelingfulness with coincidence (6A in day 5) 

 Photo#1 Gaussian Blur Photo#2 Crystallize Photo#3 Pixelate Photo#4 Original Photo 

Day 5 
of 6A 

    

Day 5 
of 6B 

    

Figure 7: A coincidence happened in G6’s crescendo messaging in Day 5 

Contextual vs. dialogical coincidences 

Encounters with personal digital photos that have been archived can elicit serendipitous 

feelings in people’s daily lives (Leong, Harper, & Regan, 2011). In our study, participants 

related what they saw in pictures to what happening around them when they coincidentally 

found something similar. These coincidences can be categorized into two themes. The first 

type is contextual coincidence coming from the correlation between the content in pictures 

and things coexisting in the same environment such as people seen moments ago, a specific 

event mentioned in conversation, etc. It is a part of the content experiences brought by 

pictures used in the CrescendoMessage and cannot be created by the interactivity of the 

system. 

The other type of dialogical coincidences provided by the CrescendoMessage is gradually 

revealed among sent images in daily dialog as a part of the system experiences. This makes 

the coincidences more intimate and dramatic. There could be an emotive response when 

grouped participants find a coincidence between the pictures they sent on the same day. For 

example, the coincidence happened in Group 6. When participants are experiencing these 

special moments, they said their minds are connected and they believe their friendship or 
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relationship is strengthened. It can be seen as a system experience created by the designed 

interaction. 

Crescendo Messages Encourage Curiosity-driven Understanding  

In crescendo messaging, scores of recognizability have a negative correlation with curiosity 

(see Figure 8). A total of forty-eight points of data was collected from all participants over 4 

crescendo days. The plot shows an average pattern indicating an increasing trend of 

recognizability and a decreasing trend of curiosity as messages were gradually revealed. The 

gap between recognizability and curiosity triggers receivers’ act of guessing. In addition to 

the contents of images, the delayed and altered information in CrescendoMessage provokes a 

users’ act of guessing, which provides an opportunity for them to actively engage in the 

dialog and enrich the dialog through their mindful participation. 

 

Figure 8: Trends of recognizability and curiosity by averaging 48 crescendo samples 

Act of guessing (as anticipation) 

When users receive an image altered with special effects in slow messaging, they start to 

collect and interpret the information they can perceive from the limited information resource. 

If this cumulated information does not reach a threshold of understanding, users tend to give 

up guessing and just leave the message alone. In this study, almost all participants could not 

identify the original photo from the first blurred image in slow messaging. However, once 

the amount of information reaches the threshold, it can help users associate possible answers 

to their past memories. It is the trigger point of an act of guessing. The following messages 

with altered information will be served as memory cues that may lead the users into two 

different directions of guessing, i.e. right or wrong. We believe this process and the result of 

guessing open a space of design for system experiences of messaging that is deprived in our 

existing instant messaging. 
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It is a progressive confirmation when the answer is gradually revealed in the 

CrescendoMessage. One of the results of guessing is that the user’s answer is right. There is 

an account from participant 1A in which he almost recognized a photo in the first two 

pictures from the special color belonging to a specific place. Afterward, his confidence 

increased until the final picture was received. Although the details of the image were not 

recognizable in the beginning, the color of the background is unique in his memories and 

helped him focus on a specific event in his autobiographical memory. Positive reinforcement 

came from the following image cues, however, his curiosity decreased. A strong feeling of 

reminiscence brought by the image content reached its peak when the answer was received, 

replacing the feeling of curiosity with a sense of satisfaction. 

In contrast to the progressive satisfaction with the right answer, we found a dramatically 

emotional fluctuation when users knew they made a wrong guess. As an experience 

described by 1A, he thought the original picture in Figure 9 was taken from a brainstorming 

activity when he saw the yellow pixels on a white background in the first three images. The 

picture was actually a graduation photo taken in a corridor with a white wall and yellow 

display windows. The experience is quite similar to that in which he guessed correctly until 

the original photo is revealed. He thought the picture was another one until he saw the final 

picture and his confidence was replaced by a sense of surprise. On the other hand, it could be 

a denying process until the participants saw the disappointing answer that they do not want 

to see. For example, participant 2B received a picture that she did not like. During the 

process, the participant was unable to determine the content of the photo. In the end, she 

received the photo that she was not in anticipation of and therefore was in a bad mood with 

her boyfriend for several days. It unexpectedly tested their relationship and their knowledge 

of one another. 

Photo#1 Gaussian Blur Photo#2 Crystallize Photo#3 Pixelate Photo#4 Original Photo 

    

Figure 9: A graduation photo in a corridor that was misunderstood as a brainstorming activity (1A) 

In summary, we can see how slow and crescendo messages lead to enriched experiences in 

dialogs. The uncertainty and ambiguity of communication in the CrescendoMessage 

triggered an act of guessing motivated by an anticipation of the final answer. The delayed 

and altered information carried by each crescendo image provides an opportunity for users to 

reflect and increase sensibility to their surroundings. The variations in individual 

interpretations of image contents are additional seasonings during slow messaging 

experiences. If we see ambiguity of communication as a source of enriching experiences, 

then utility-based instant messaging tools are limiting our experiences. The 
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CrescendoMessage, therefore, could be provided with the capability to transgress the 

normality that is taken for granted in our digital communication. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Crescendo messaging experience is an incrementally meaning-making process through an 

active engagement in a dialog with perceived information drawbacks of interchanged 

messages. Compared to the enriched reminiscence experience with the Reflexive Printer’s 

lo-fi thermal printouts (Tsai et al., 2014), the CrescendoMessage puts greater emphasis on 

the prospective effect on the experiential quality of perceived information drawbacks. If we 

analogize current slow messaging examples with only delayed expression to staccato, the 

image quality that will physically degrade with time on thermal papers can be seen as a 

“decrescendo” expression on materiality. Although perceived drawbacks of crescendo and 

decrescendo expressions both encourage users’ active participation, only crescendo 

expression provides a clear target for imagination, i.e. the original information. An image on 

a thermal paper could have varied deterioration under different conditions. Therefore, the 

gap between the cumulated information provided by the CrescendoMessage and the original 

information chosen by the sender with an intention triggers the receiver’s act of guessing, 

which we define as an experience of anticipation. 

In this paper, we framed the crescendo experience of slow messaging as anticipation, which 

is a valuable experiential quality in slow technology that has recently attracted attention in 

interaction design (Odom et al., 2014). We focused our discussion on the system experience 

of the CrescendoMessage to elaborate on how interaction design on gradationally messaging 

could influence the whole experience rather than merely rely on the content itself. However, 

we still acknowledge the broader scope of interplaying factors that contribute to the 

crescendo experience as a whole. It is a constructive and iterative process that is composed 

of the sender’s intention of a purposeful dialog, his or her imagination of processing effects 

on the chosen image, and the receiver’s sense-making provoked by perceived information 

drawbacks. The results of the user study reveal the role that crescendo expression plays in 

this enriched and curiosity-driven understanding process and could inform interaction 

designers of a resourceful territory for designing experience-centered slow communication.    
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